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SOTERIOLOGY
~:

Theological Responses to Gil Bailie's Violence Unveiled
and Rene Girard
Moderator: Jon Nilson, Loyola University Chicago
..
Panelists:
Patricia O'Connell Killen, Pacific Lutheran Umverslty
Sandra M. Schneiders, Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley
Leo Lefebure, University of St. Mary of the Lake
Gil Bailie, Florilegia Institute
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wondered, though, how Girard might account for the Buddha's universal compassion and what the implications for our conventi~nal soteriologies might be.
O'Connell Killen, too, appreciated the book as a powerfully revelatory lens
upon facets of culture that otherwise go unexplained. She was troubled by the
book's apparent affinity for singular explanations of complex phenomena. While
the Holy Spirit plays a critical role in unmasking the scapegoating mechanism,
the Spirit does not seem to be a resource for the creative restructuring of culture.
Further, the book's metaphors sometimes suggest that humans were trapped in
a cosmic struggle beyond their awareness and power.
In the time available, Bailie was understandably unable to respond fully to
these and the other questions raised. He reminded theologians, however, that the
Gospel makes universal claims; no wonder that it might uncover "things hidden
since the foundation of the world." Girard came upQn these in pursuing answers
to his questions. He does not claim to be an innovator; his research only showed
him what the Gospel already discloses.
People were still deep in conversation with Bailie over an hour after the
formal end of the session.
JON NILSON
Loyola University Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
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Authority, Leadership, and the Search for the Spirit
Elizabeth E. Carr, Smith College
!J:esente,m:
Brian O. McDermott, Weston Jesuit School of Theology
Theresa Monroe, John F. Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University

~:

Brian McDermott, S.J. and Terri Monroe, R.S.C.J. initiated a conversation
on their work on leadership and authority from the perspectives of theology and
th: .social sciences. In elaborating some elements of a public or systemic
~tntuality and relating leadership and authority to the search for the Spirit, Brian
cDennott and Terri Monroe see the need to be bilingual-to use language
~proPriate to "Within the walls" of a theological school and "on the wall"
tween the church and the secular world.

